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ABSTRACT

We review the progress recently made in obtaining closed form

expressions for the expansion of general orbitals about a displaced centre

and establish the equivalence between different expansions. Me also

examine how these expressions do have the desired limit as the displacement

approaches aero.
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In the last few years, some progress has been made in obtaining closed

form expressions for the expansion of a function about a displaced centre

These expressions are extremely useful in the calculation of multi-centre

integrals. The purpose of the present note is to review this progress out-

lining some of the problems that seem to arise in this correction.

We organize our work as follows.

In Sec.II we rederive the famous expansion formula for H Y (Q ,»)
u

and point out that the limit when the displacement vectors a+ 0 is trivially

obtainable. In Sec.Ill, ve follow the method initiated by Sharma to obtain

the expansion coefficients for f(R) as an illustration of the general closed

form for the expansion coefficients for f(E) Y (® ,*) recently obtained by

Eaahid . The derivation of the results for this general case (which has

already appeared) is omitted. In Sec.IV, we show how this generalization leads
2}

to the results obtained by Silverstone and Moats . We emphasise the simplicity

of Rashid's result for the special case when the displacement is along the

z axis. In See.V we consider the'limit when the displacement goes to zero.

Though we are able to derive the desired limit, we find that the derivation is

definitely non-trivial in comparison to what we see in the special case

discussed in Sec.II. This perhaps calls for further and urgent progress on this

problem.

II . THE EXPANSION OF R L Y T
M ( © , * ) ABOUT A DISPLACED CENTRE

L
In this section, ve use the following notations:

r = a + R (1)

where (r_, a, jl) have the spherical polar co-ordinates ( r ,8 ,$ ) , ta,6a ,+a) and

(R,©,»), respectively. Then

- r
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= R

which gives

R*U i YA rV.ee

(2)
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and

To establish the expression for E \ M ( 0 , * ) , « utilize
5)

vw(<*•«»! ->{ f i
(Ui)

which in the special case m = £ becomes

Thus

L
 Y

it. Li

<•<!>

. (5)

In deriving the above equations, ve utilized Eqs.(3i) and (hii) and the

Binomial theorem. Hote the general convention used in this paper of not

mentioning the range of summations in any expression explicitly vherein these

are fixed by the non-negativity of the arguments of the factorials present

in the expression with integral arguments.

- 3 -

In Eq.{5) above, we have the expansion for wY ( 8 , » ) .

To obtain the corresponding general expansion for H i {9 >*). we

need to operate the above by

and use

(6)

(7)

t o a r r ive a t

(8)

In the above expansion for n , ( Q ,t) we note the following.'

i) If we had R » r_ + a in place of R = r - a as in Eq.(l), we

would have obtained the same expression as in the above except for the omission

of (-1) + since a + - a_ results in 6 , $ a •* ¥ - 9 -»"ir + and

0,

ii) To arrive at the limit when a •* 0, we need just to note that when

a Eq..(8) immediately reduces t o

as expected.

This feature is unfortunately not present in the expansions which

appear in the following sections.
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III. EXPANSION Or A GENERAL ORBITAL ABOUT A DISPLACED CENTRE

We shall try to compute the o's appearing in the expansion

where we are restricting

i = if and

&_ to be along the z axis,i.e. 0. Then

Replacing I + t - p by v results in

vat

(lOi)
(13)

To illustrate the method, we shall first specialize to the case

Uoii)

L = M = 0. Then tn (9 ,*)

harmonics.namely

ur

T)1
. Using orthonormality of the spherical

in Eq.(9) results in

JZTF J
- Y.

Since the integrand is independent of +, the $ integration results in a

factor of 2ir . The 9 integration is replaced by an integration over R

using Eq.(l2). We also use
8)

,} , t

vhere

X a C« 9

From the duplication formula

ve find

(ve shall be using the factorials even when the argument is not necessarily a
non-negative integer. Indeed x! = T(x + l)).

9)How the t summation in Eq.(l3) can be performed using

zi-i
t!

to arrive at

which finally gives

- <.,/

! v!

(15)

(16)

which gives on utilizing the Binomial expansion
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U7)

The generalization of the above result has teen obtained by Rashid

utilizing essentially the above procedure though the derivation is, as

expected, much more involved. The final answer ia

IV. DEEEVATIOB OF THE EXPA5SI0B OBTAIHSD BY SILVEESTOHE AMD MOATS

Our nota t ion which follows Sharma's work d i f fe r s s l i g h t l y from tha t

uaed by Si lvers tone and Moats. In order t o obtain the comparison, we have t o

replace our a and f ( r ) by H and r f ( r ) . Then by taking © , <f - ^ 0 , 0 in
2) a a

Eq . ( l ) i n Si lvera tone and Moats' paper , we find t h a t

where

ti-L

= Z

iv-l
(18)

vhere

ztr

fc!

The above expression for b (slLM) ia a generalization of

(19)

(20)

appearing in Eq.(l7).

The b "a appearing in Eq_, (19) have the obvious symmetries

(21)

Our expression for the b pa contains only one summation. This may be compared

with that given in Sharma's which contains U summations.

and

(23)

or using the or thogonal i ty of the Clebsch-Gordan coef f ic ien t s we find

vliL

M

M

Since V,,T(r,a) do not depend upon the angles (8 ,$ ) , once these coefficients

have been obtained from the a's by UBing the above equations, one can

immediately write the general expansion given by Silverstone and Moats. In

particular, for L = M » 0, Eq.(2U) becomes

(25)

which is verified on noting that

- 7 -
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ti

and

H-a

•In the above, the expression for D,,T is equivalent to Eg..(4) and V.._(r,a)
XALST ££O

is obtained from Eq. (3) in Ref.2. Note that vben L = M = O, 1 = 1 .

In order to obtain V from Eq..(2U), we first compute
£A1J

As
M

tM H^-Lf-tJi (L-rt-tJJ (- i-L+tj'. (Lf

• ^

Now the H summation is given by

M (J.*M-y! (L-i-frj! ', (<.

which shows that

-9-

it

Next ve perform the z summation using a modified form of Dixon's
theorem '. Indeed

T ft

! f L*
-O 1

Next the t summation can be done using

(«-*•>'•

i! (b-ij! (C-tJ! " b! c!

vhicb finally gives on repeated use of the duplication formula for the gamma

function and the relation

the expression for V (r,a) as in Ref.2. Thus ve have established the

equivalence of the two expressions.

We wish however to note that the expression in Silverstone and Moats

vh.ich can be obtained from ours contains the expansion for the case when the

displacement vector a is not necessarily along the 2 axis. But if we wish

to use it for the case where £ is along the z axis, we are left with two

summations, namely the one over \ and the one implicit in C,TU.U .besides
ALiM£M

the two over s and t in the D , whereas our corresponding expression for

a contains the two over s and v but just one additional one over t. Thus,

in this case, our expansion is much easier to handle and may prove to be more

advantageous in numerical calculations for the various types of orbitals.

-10-



THE LIMIT a + O O F ot(HLM|a,r)

When a •+ 0, the displacement disappears. Thus R = r and the
expression in Eq.(9) must reduce to an identity, i . e .

JV |a.yj = C2T)

independently of M. However, though aa remarked at the end of Sec.II , the

expansion in Eq.(8) for vhi^iQ ,•) does satisfy this condition t r iv ia l ly ,

to obtain the limit a + 0 for the eoefficeints o (NLM|a,r) given in Eqa.(l8)

and (19) does not seem to be BO t r i v i a l . Even for the special case of

al(KOO|t,r) given in Eq.(l7), the limiting procedure is not at a l l manifest.

-The reason why this problem is arising is in the transformation from the

angle 6 to the radius vector B given in Kq.(lOi) which becomes singular

when a + 0. In the following we shall demonstrate how this limit can be

retrieved though the calculations unfortunately are lengthy and involved.

Let us write

(28)

2s—L
where P(B) is an indefinite integral of f(B) \$\ . Then

1-4-L

(29)

(Sote that we wish to consider a + 0. The lower limit | r - a | has therefore
been replaced by r-a.)

We expand the right-hand side in the above equation by using Taylor's
theorem to arrive at

i-K

(30)

Substituting the above in

( VLM iftj

2 k,

The s-v summaticn occurs in the above

•' V ! ( 14-l-A- vj!

In the above le t u= replace t + L - s - v b y S. Then

ft)
The limit ex i a t 8 when ^ • L - 2 k - 2 S + p . 0 and is indeed finite when
«-+0 and the factor (a ^ f(r) i o ^(NLM|a,r) is zero except for p = o
Thus we shall be left with p = 0 case only. The su-a t ion over s can be
performed using the duplication formula and Minton-Karlssot, theorem 1 3 ) >lk)

to give

from which we find using Eq.(15)

!

we find

-11- -12-



Finally ve have to perform the t summation after dividing by REFERENCES AHD FOOTNOTES

Hoting the factorials fc-M-t, L-M-t, - -— + M + f ve see that

therein each of the bracketed quantities is non-negative. Thus ve deduce
that 1 = L, t = 1 - M. Collecting the various factors in a (HLH|a,r) we
finally arrive at

•ft (NlM\e>,r) -

as required.
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